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Laval proposals?" to the electorate would have produced
an answer capable of any effective interpretation. To have
asked for a judgment upon the full proposals, moreover,
would have been to ask for a decision on many of the details
which were unknown to members of Parliament before
their publication, even, it may be said, to many ministers
themselves. Long and close scrutiny, no doubt| would
enable the serious-minded elector to make up his mind;
but a referendum does not create the conditions under
which a long and close scrutiny is possible.
The fact is that the whole theory of a referendum mis-
conceives what an electorate is for. It forms a view upon
a general web of political tendency; it returns men to
vote for or against the large pattern of that web. Political
parties organize that pattern for decision as best they
can. To select out of it a single strand and ask the voters
to separate it from the general web is to call them to
a function for which, as a mass, they are unsuited. Direct
gpvernment, in short, is not the same thing as self-
government; it may, indeed, as the experience of Fascist
countries has shown, be the exact antithesis of it* The
business of an electorate is to choose a party to be a
Government and at the end of its term pronounce judg-
ment upon its record as a whole. Particular measures
within that record throw the whole judgment out of
perspective if they are selected as objects of popular
decision. They do so not least because, as soon as they
are so selected, they cease to be particular objects. They
become confused with the general judgment which a
democracy feels able pretty effectively to pronounce.
4-
"The order of nobility is of great use," wrote Bagehot,
wnot only in what it creates but in what it prevents. It
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